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Abstract. Histopathological whole slide images of the same organ stained with
the same dye exhibit substantial inter-slide variation due to the manual prepara-
tion and staining process as well as due to inter-individual variability. In order
to improve the generalization ability of a classification model on data from kid-
ney pathology, we investigate a domain adaptation approach where a classifier
trained on data from the source domain is presented a small number of user-
labeled samples from the target domain. Domain adaptation resulted in improved
classification performance, especially when combined with an interactive label-
ing procedure.

1 Motivation

Clinical routine and research in pathology require to annotate large numbers of micro-
scopic images from whole slide scanners. Here, we focus on an application scenario
from kidney pathology where the objects of interest are the so-called glomeruli (Fig. 1)
that are responsible for blood filtration. Automated classification of image patches to de-
tect the presence of a glomerulus would facilitate the work of pathologists who currently
count and segment glomeruli manually for diagnostic as well as research purposes.

However, variations, such as different staining intensity and thickness of the kidney
slices lead to qualitative differences between whole slide images (Fig. 1), even if all
images show kidneys stained with the same dye and originating from the same scanner.
As these variations have effects on color, texture and morphology [1], they can reduce
the generalization ability of a classifier trained on a source domain image to a target
domain image. Although variability in color can be compensated by means of stain-
normalization [2], variations concerning texture and morphology cannot be compen-
sated effectively. Recently, supervised approaches for glomerulus detection based on
HOG features [3] as well as several color and texture features [4] have been proposed.
These approaches assume, however, similar feature distributions for source (training
data) and target domain images.

Here, we explore the application of domain adaptation [5, 6] to the task of dis-
criminating between glomerulus and non-glomerulus regions (patches) in whole slide
images. Domain adaptation generally addresses the problem of varying marginal distri-
butions of the samples in the source domain and the target domain, which is referred
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Fig. 1: Patches from histopathological whole slide images of a mouse kidney exhibiting
the typical variability between experiments. The glomeruli are outlined in red.

to as domain change. The goal is to adapt the source to the target domain distribution
which can be performed on classifier or image representation level [5].

Pathological cases can exhibit strong differences with respect to the normal case [1].
This study focuses on domain changes in non-pathological cases as they can occur
due to changes in recording parameters [5, 6]. Although considerable effort is spent on
keeping the recording parameters constant, manual sample preparation leads to inter-
slide variations that can be considered as domain changes.

We specifically focus on the efficient representation-level domain adaptation tech-
nique proposed in [6] that allows interactive labeling, aiming to quantify the impact
of the active-learning component. Interactiveness in this context means that the target
domain label data is acquired selectively during the domain adaptation process. This
can be performed effectively in the considered application scenario as label data is per
se not available beforehand for a new whole slide image and have to be acquired inter-
actively. For image representation, the focus is on efficient and discriminative texture
descriptors [3, 7, 8] which are robust to illumination changes [9] and color intensity.

In our experiments, domain adaptation by allowing the user to label a small number
of image patches from the target domain greatly improved classification accuracy with
respect to learning on source or target domain data alone. Whereas non-interactive do-
main adaptation delivered only slight improvements, superior outcomes were obtained
with the interactive labeling scheme where the user is presented target domain samples
for which the label is most uncertain.

2 Experimental Study

In this experimental study, the focus is on the discrimination between glomerulus and
non-glomerulus patches in whole slide image data [3, 4]. In the mammalian kidney,
the glomerulus is the first segment of a nephron, a microscopical functional unit of the
kidney. The glomerulus consists of a tuft of small blood vessels (capillaries), where
blood is filtered and urine is produced. Several kidney diseases affect and damage the
glomeruli, which results in a loss of the filter function. The diagnosis, and thereby the
decision on adequate treatment is currently based on renal biopsies. Due to clinical
needs there is a strong research focus on renal diseases and specifically on the analysis
of glomerular damage. In both biopsies of human patients and kidney tissue of exper-
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imental animals, identification (and counting) of glomeruli is an essential first step in
histopathological analysis. Since such manual identification and quantification of mor-
phological glomerular alterations is extremely time consuming, supporting automated
glomeruli detection would extremely facilitate the analyses of glomerular diseases in
both clinical and experimental settings.

2.1 Domain Adaptive Classification

We investigated an interactive domain adaptation approach [6] which is based on three
repetitive stages: query+, reweighting and query-. Prior to each iteration, the classi-
fication model is trained based on the available labeled training data. The aim of the
query+ stage is to select new (target domain) data which, when correctly labeled, helps
to improve the classifier’s decision boundaries. The authors proposed a criterion based
on uncertainty (i.e. the distance between a data point and the decision boundary) and
diversity. Specifically, the u most uncertain target domain samples are clustered into
k clusters. Finally, the most uncertain sample per cluster is selected to be manually
classified by the user. In the reweighting stage, the source domain feature weights are
adjusted according to their fit with the new data based on the mean cosine-angle sim-
ilarity [6]. In order to remove misleading data, source domain training samples which
are misclassified by the current classification model, are removed (query- stage) in each
iteration and are no longer considered. Although the proposed method contains an (in-
teractive) active learning component (specifically the query+ stage), the method can
also be effectively utilized in a non-interactive way by adding randomly selected sam-
ples in the query+ stage instead of specific ones. By evaluating this method with and
without interaction, not only the effect of domain adaptation, but also the impact of the
active learning component can be estimated.

2.2 Image Representations

The effectiveness of texture classification strongly depends on image representation.
Therefore, three different well known image representations from the literature were
applied, namely Histograms of Oriented Gradients [3] (HOG), Multi-resolution Local
Binary Patterns [7] (LBP) and Fisher Vectors [8] (FV). In case of HOG, the RHOG
derivative [3], which is based on concatenation of several single histograms, was ap-
plied. LBP was deployed with the standard circular eight pixel neighborhood with a
radius of one and two pixels. FV were combined with SIFT low level features, sampled
densely at each third pixel position. All methods were applied separately to the three
color channels. Finally, the feature vectors were L2 normalized.

2.3 Image Data

The whole slide images were obtained from resected mice kidneys which show high
similarities to human ones. Kidneys were fixed in methyl Carnoy’s solution and embed-
ded in paraffin, 1-µm sections were stained and processed as previously described [10].
Immunohistochemistry against α-SMA (alpha smooth muscle actin) was performed us-
ing a mouse-anti-α-SMA antibody (clone 1A4, Dako). Nuclei were counterstained with
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methyl green. Whole slides were digitalized with a NanoZoomer 2.0HT digital slide
scanner (Hamamatsu) and a 20× objective lens. Image data is collected from eight
whole slide images (with 53248 × 40704 pixels) of non-pathologic tissue exhibiting
distinct inter-slide variability as shown in Fig. 1.

2.4 Evaluation Protocol

In order to eliminate bias due to unbalanced class distributions as well as further post-
processing, in this study we focus on the classification task (of extracted image patches)
instead of the detection task (of glomeruli on a whole slide image). The classification
accuracy obtained with balanced training data indicates how well detection can be per-
formed without having to deal with biases. Consequently, from each whole slide image
one distinct data set consisting of two classes (glomerulus and non-glomerulus patches)
is built. Overall, eight data sets (one per whole slide image) are created where each data
set consists of between 100 and 150 glomerulus patches (the number is limited by the
number of glomeruli) as well as exactly 1000 non-glomerulus patches.

The classification policy allows a repeated selection of splits (consisting of train-
ing and evaluation subsets) to increase the validity. Two different experiments are per-
formed. The first one (Exp1) is based on training data from one single whole slide image
(i.e. one data set) and evaluation is performed on another data set. In this case, in one
random split 100 images (50 per class) are used for training, 50 (25 per class) for adap-
tation and 50 (25 per class) for evaluation. The second experiment (Exp2) is based on a
large training data set from seven different whole slide images (leaving only the evalu-
ation data set out). In that case, 700 patches are utilized for training in each individual
random split, and again 50 are selected for adaptation and 50 for evaluation. As training
and evaluation sets are always distinct, there is no need for any further restriction to
avoid biases. Experiments are repeated for all combinations of training and evaluation
sets (Exp1) and for the eight different evaluation sets (Exp2), respectively. Finally, mean
classification accuracies and standard deviations are reported.

For classification, the efficient linear C-SVM is utilized in order to keep execution
time low and thereby to avoid waiting periods during interaction. The classifier’s c-value
as well as the parameters u and k are evaluated during cross-validation. Runtime mea-
surements are performed on an Intel Core i7-6700K architecture with 4.00 GHz clock
frequency. The method is implemented in Matlab/MEX based on parallel processing.

2.5 Results

In Fig. 2, the obtained accuracies for Exp1 (a), Exp2 (b) as well as the standard de-
viations (c) for Exp1 are illustrated. Fig. 2 (a) shows the results of Exp1 for variable
amounts of labeled target domain data (horizontal axis) and for the different classifier
trainings (see legend). Considering all three image representations (LBP, HOG, FV;
see Section 2.2), distinct and consistent improvements were obtained with interactive
domain adaptation (IDA). Improvements with non-interactive domain adaptation (DA)
were slightly lower, especially if little target domain data was available. Training with
target domain data alone required much more labeled data to achieve reasonable out-
comes, and the classification rates of IDA could not be reached even with 50 labeled
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Fig. 2: Mean accuracies for training based on one data set (Exp1) and based on all avail-
able training data (Exp2) and standard deviations with varying training data (Expvar).

images. Considering the different image representations, LBP performed best, resulting
in a maximum accuracy above 90%. With 10 labeled images, the average accuracy of
LBP increased from 80% to 90%. Similar improvements by labeling could be obtained
with the other image representations.

In Fig. 2 (b), the results of Exp2 are presented. In case of the more diverse training
data (Exp2), outcomes could be generally improved. Nevertheless, IDA based on few
labeled target domain images still led to enhancements in combination with all image
representations. DA only slightly improved the outcomes in this setting.

Figure 2 (c) shows the standard deviations of accuracies based on different evalua-
tion sets (upper data points) and based on different training data sets (lower data points)
in case of IDA (from Exp1). It can be observed that both standard deviations noticeably
decreased with increasing labeled target domain data. This was especially the case for
the deviation of different training data sets. If sufficient target domain data was avail-
able (approx. 15 samples in case of LBP), variations due to the source domain training
data almost disappeared.

The computation time in case of seven training data sets (corresponding to Exp2)
for one interactive iteration was between 0.15 and 0.55 seconds (0.15 seconds with
HOG, 0.23 seconds with LBP and 0.55 seconds with FV). Due to the smaller amount
of training data, computation times were significantly lower for Exp1.
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3 Discussion & Conclusion

We investigated interactive and non-interactive domain adaptation for histopathologi-
cal image classification and showed that especially interactive domain adaptation has a
positive effect on the classification performance in both experimental settings. Regard-
ing the three image representations, we noticed that LBP performed best on average.
The impact of domain adaptation was especially pronounced in case of Exp1 with lit-
tle training data showing low variability. On training data with high variability (Exp2),
IDA still outperformed target domain training, however to a lesser extent. Comparing
the outcomes of Exp1 and Exp2, we notice that a low variability in the training data
(Exp1) cannot be completely compensated by domain adaptation, as the by far best
performances are obtained by combining IDA with highly variable training data. The
computational effort between two interactive steps was quite low (e.g. 0.23 seconds in
case of LBP), which allows a continuous user interaction without any waiting periods.

In summary, we notice that especially the interactive domain adaptive classifica-
tion approach can be effectively applied to histopathological whole slide images. While
the user interactions lead to slightly increased time consumption compared to fully au-
tomated systems, this is compensated by improved classification accuracies that also
reduce the time requirements for post-hoc correction of the results.
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